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1. Overview 

 Between 300BCE to 1300CE  environmental and 

climate stabilities opened lowlands for more  

permanent and larger settlements. 

 There is evidence of earlier intraregional exchange 

across the South China Sea from Taiwan to Indonesia 

operated by Dong Son and Sa Huynh (modern day 

Vietnam) travellers from 1100 to 500BCE.  

 Settlements before 300BCE are situated in highlands 

or caves. 

 Environmental stability opened doors for large  

urban settlements with  investments into large public  

infrastructures such as moats, soil trenches, brick or 

laterite walls, and religious structures.  

 History of Southeast Asia is characterised by low population density and relatively late urbanisation.
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 Southeast Asian polities initially developed as maritime entrepôt sand primary product producers for traders in the  

Indian Ocean and East Asia. 

 Interactions with merchant shaped political and economic structures in Southeast Asia.
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 Due to the limited amount of written sources, little is known about the size, scale, and urban patterns during the first 

wave of urbanisation that swept Southeast Asia between 3rd century BCE to 13th century CE, when large empires 

emerged.   

 

Understanding early landscapes by mapping Locations, size, distance to water bodies,  

production activities, and material culture 

2. Research Question and data source 

What are the relationships between settlement patterns and trading activities between 300 BCE to 

1300CE? 

This project establishes economic landscapes of different early polities and analyses the economic 

impact of trade on ancient settlement patterns. 

 

Table 1: Summary of moated settlement size (Updated July 2014) 

Sources: Esri, DeLorme, USGS, NPS, Sources: Esri, USGS,
NOAA

3. Settlement 

 Creation of new land measurement for archaeological settlement size.  

 Settlement patterns and size can be determined using data from archaeological reports, land surveys, and satellite 

imagery.  

 Location and size are fixed according to relative and absolute dating in each period.  

 Geographical effects on agriculture are categorized into area with domesticated rice, wild rice, and no rice. 

Archaeology Plan 
Georeferenced in Google Earth —> Shape File 

conversion and import into ArcGIS 
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NEXT STEP: Basic Population Estimates 

4. Trade 

Material goods and natural resources appear in different location. Cultural affinity 

demonstrates contact between different settlements. Trade items are ranked according to 

density (amount found) and categorized in to short, medium, and long distance trade.  

Map out material clustering and distribution to determine “economic boundaries”. 
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